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Dear Royal Commission into Family Violence, 

Please be advised that, in addition to the folder of evidence I mailed via registered post today, 

26/05/2015, which contains details of our family's plight in relation to domestic violence and lack of 

law enforcement even though written and verbal confessions of the perpetrator were given to 

Victoria Police, after which attempts to address the non-pursuit of justice via Police Conduct Unit; 

FOi Commissioner (who would not authorise the release of false statements made by the 

perpetrator to Police etc); relevant Minister/Shadow Minister; I.B.A.C. etc, that I also have evidence 

as to other abuses by a real estate agency who were entrusted by my mother to provide "reasonable 

recommendations" (so as to prevent the abuser from underselling the home fearing he may be held 

accountable) to which Mr.-of the A.C.C.C. stated showed that my evidence against the 

agency were "serious breaches of the ACL" but was told by Mr.- that being a Commonwealth 

body, the ACCC, due to "budget constraints" and "Sectoral targeting" would not pursue a case 

against the agency. Hence, ACCC not making an example of unethical and unconscionable conduct 

on agencies which take advantage of an already abused, old, non-English speaking woman. CAV 

were even less helpful. 

Legal Services Commissioner, in relation to a Legal Aid subsidised solicitor who lost original 

documentation and solicitor and his Director's untrue statements to the LSC even went unpunished. 

Doctors and Specialists were too reluctant to get involved even demanding a solicitor make a formal 

request for an official report; not intervening when Victoria Police disregarded Psychiatric advice as 

to my mother not being ready to recount events, and even obtaining a statement from my mother 

about breaches of IVO's perpetrated by my ex-father even though it was clear that mum had 

relapsed into Hospital and was not even aware of his attempts to locate and forward coercive 

threats via a third party- probably due to my escalation to their superiors when they did not even 

wish to take a statement from me when I reported his breaches and coercive threat along with audio 

evidence of the third party confirming such breaches. 

I am submitting this online letter just to ensure that I convey to the Royal Commission into Family 

Violence, prior to the deadline for submissions, that my mother and I have had to deal with a 

multiple of agencies/bodies/professions which either failed to enforce the law; help in the pursuit of 

justice via a review of evidence; reluctance to give official statements/reports; further abuse by 

lawyers and real estate agents, which have resulted in additional burdens to our lives. 

Even VOCAT were almost risking my mother's health but, finally, my emails and reasoning allowed 

VOCAT to not risk my mother even further. 

If the Royal Commission wishes for further and full details, please advise via telephone or email. 

As stated in my first letter enclosed with the folder mailed today, please return the folder when 

finished with your investigations for my records. Thanking you all in advance. 

Regards, 

-


